


ERIK CHISHOLM 
Music for piano, volume 1 

Straloch Suite [15.59] 

 1 Grave-Allegro con Spirito-Grave [3.49] 

 2 Allegro con energia - allegro scherzando [8.19] 

 3 Mesuré-Andante espressivo e tempo rubato-Mesuré [3.51] 

Scottish Airs for Children [27.54] 
 4 no. 1 [1.17] 
 5 no. 2 [0.56] 
 6 no. 3 [0.21] 
 7 no. 4 [0.44] 
 8 no. 5 [1.15] 
 9 no. 6 [1.14] 
10 no. 7 [1.03] 
11 no. 8 [0.54]

12 no. 9 [1.05] 
13 no.10 [3.26] 
14 no.11 [0.52] 
15 no.12 [1.35] 
16 no.13 [1.06] 
17 no.14 [1.41] 
18 no.15 [0.36] 
19 no.16 [1.12]

20 no.17 [2.24] 
21 no.18 [0.41] 
22 no.19 [0.36] 
23 no.20 [2.24] 
24 no.21 [1.22] 
25 no.22 [1.10]

Sonata in A (1939) An Riobain Dearg (‘The Red Ribbon’) [33.31]
(première recording of the abridged version (2004)) 
26 Molto moderato [11.00] 
27 Scherzo: Allegretto con moto [5.55] 
28 Lament – HMS Thetis [9.08] 
29 Allegro moderato [7.28] 

Total playing time: [77.24] 

MURRAY McLACHLAN  piano 



Erik Chisholm (1904-1965)

Erik Chisholm was a Scot and an internationalist, with strong left-wing leanings and a mind 
open to quality, no matter where its source was to be found.  As Dean and Professor of the 
Faculty of Music in Cape Town, and Principal of the South African College of Music, he 
abominated the arrival of apartheid.  Such was his openness to experience that he has been 
accused of eclecticism, as though that were an artistic sin.  He would be more justly assessed 
as a man capable of assimilating ideas from other people, in contrast to those who remain 
wrapped up in themselves.   

This CD celebrates him as a Scot.  But there is no parochialism in such a celebration, for the 
influences of Scottish music to which Chisholm was open were largely ignored by his 
contemporaries – and by “ignored” one means by people who chose to be ignorant. 

The three works featured here all precede his years in Cape Town, which started in 1946.  It 
was only there that he found stability of employment, security of income and the 
institutional support which enabled him to transform the musical scene in much of Southern 
Africa.  Scotland never gave him a worthwhile job.  But she did give him a source of enduring 
inspiration, almost heart-breaking in its intensity – for the beauty of the country and its 
traditional music, which so naturally reflects that beauty, stays with all Scots almost as a 
wound that leaves a scar. 

Here, then, you will experience something of that burning intensity, distilled for young 
fingers at the piano, poured forth for experienced hands at the keyboard.  The music that 
inspires these pieces is some of the oldest and most deeply entrenched in Scottish culture.  
The Straloch Suite is drawn from one of our earliest lute manuscripts; the Sonata in A is 
based upon piobaireachd – the classical music of the Highland bagpipes, with origins at least 
as old as the 16th century.  And in the Scottish Airs for Children one encounters a work of 
pianistic instruction which is musically alive and beautiful from start to finish.  If it was 
inspired by Bartók’s Mikrokosmos, it is worth pointing out that Bartók came to Glasgow  



twice at Chisholm’s invitation, leaving with much bagpipe music and a bagpipe chanter 
under his arm, fascinated by what he had encountered. 

Chisholm was a quintessential modernist: but his training as a pianist was with the legendary 
Pouishnoff and his academic training was under Sir Donald Tovey.  Theirs was a mutual 
admiration, based upon the certain knowledge that however much of an enfant terrible
Chisholm might have seemed to a douce Scottish public, his mentors knew that his 
grounding was solid and that his adventures were no more reckless than is proper in the act 
of creation. 

Straloch Suite (1933) 

The Straloch Suite was completed in 1933 in arrangements for orchestra and string 
orchestra, as well as piano.  Two other piano versions date from 1923 when Chisholm was 
only 19.  The printed suite used here has three movements; others have five: but all are 
based upon tunes from the Robert Gordon of Straloch lute book of 1627, which is now lost.  
G. F. Graham’s copy of part of the manuscript, which he made in 1847, is all that Chisholm 
had to go on, and only a few of the tunes Graham copied have been transcribed from lute 
tablature into staff notation. 

After an imposing Grave introduction, the first movement makes neo-classical contrapuntal 
play with the tune Ostende, eventually turning it into a brief fugue and concluding with a 
repeat of the Grave.  The title of the tune refers to Spinola’s extended siege of Ostend, 
which took three years and three months, killed over 70,000 men, and was the occasion of 
Isabella Eugenia, Governante of the Netherlands  refusing to change her underwear until the 
town surrendered in 1604, thus obliging the ladies of the court to dye theirs “in order to 
keep their vice-regal mistress in countenance” as William Dauney reports.  Chisholm knew 
Dauney’s work on the Skene manuscript, which contains the earliest version of this tune, and  
this story may explain the mixture of the humorous with the heavy-weight in the treatment, 
as well as accounting for the down-beat quiet ending, perhaps representing the city’s 
ultimate defeat. 



The Allegro con energia of the second movement features three tunes from the manuscript.  
It starts with a deliberately laboured, thick-textured setting of Have over the water, which is 
itself an aggressive and insistent tune , probably used for the song 

“Farre well adew, that courtlycke lyfe 
To warre we tend to gowe,” 

which was sung to the tune of Have ouer ye water to Floride or Selengers Round.  A war-like 
intention would certainly fit this music, but Chisholm contrasts this with a setting of gentle 
lyricism of The Canaries.  His lingering and lovely treatment, with rich harmonies based 
around pedal notes, recalls the Brahms Op. 117 Intermezzo inspired by the words of Lady 
Anne Bothwell’s Lament though not based on the tune.  Donald Tovey’s admiration of 
Brahms, manifest in his own compositions, no doubt rubbed off on Chisholm, who was his 
admiring student.  Have over the water returns in a variation derived from one provided in 
Straloch itself. 

The centre-piece of the movement is a bright version of An thou wert my own thing; a love-
song whose cheerful immediacy is captured in the easy-running quavers which are also in 
the original.  The Canaries and Have over the water are then repeated in varied form. 

The last movement starts with the tune Galua Tom with splendid off-beat chords, which 
might be attributed to the influence of Bartók, were it not that they are there in the original 
Straloch version, from over 300 years ago.  But at the heart of the movement is another 
haunting rendering of a tune, I Long for thy Virginitie, whose title (although mis-transcribed 
as I Long for My Virginitie) no doubt spoke to Chisholm as enticingly as did its beautifully-
shaped melody. 

A caution to pianists: the printed piano version of the Straloch Suite has a number of 
misprints and wrong clefs, but the music should make it clear what is required to set it right. 



Scottish Airs for Children 

All of these airs were drawn from Patrick MacDonald’s A Collection of Highland Vocal Airs,  
published in 1784.  Chisholm came into a copy of this as a boy and it stayed with him for the 
rest of his life, heavily annotated and used for his Celtic Song Book as well as for these 
pieces.  “For the children”, as he wrote on the title page (presumably his own three 
daughters) with the further intention of publishing them in three graded volumes, for which 
he had drawn up lists.  The manuscript is undated, but the airs were probably composed in 
the 1940s when he was still in Scotland and the children were still young. 

These are settings of great beauty, their sensitivities enhanced rather than diminished by the 
directness and simplicity of treatment required for children.  The writing for the left hand is 
particularly good, developing different kinds of independent motion without compromising 
the melodies, whose quality and variety is unsurpassed.  They are absolute classics of their 
kind and their neglect is incomprehensible. 

MacDonald’s Gaelic titles are given in brackets; and at the end of each of the following 
notes, the Air is given its corresponding number in the MacDonald Collection, again in 
brackets.  MacDonald’s numbering recommences for the North Highland Reels or Country 
Dances, and these are given an added asterisk.  Not all have titles in the source, and 
occasionally Chisholm intended a different title more suitable for children, but he mostly 
crossed them out, perhaps because he also planned for the pieces to be accompanied by 
poems by A. T. W. (who remains unidentified) and drawings by Wm. C – presumably William 
Crosbie, who designed the sets and costumes for Chisholm’s ballet The Earth Shapers. 

1 (Gràidhean donn) The original is a waulking song ‘My brown-haired love’ which Chisholm 
has simplified and provided with subtle variations, fingered in places.  Waulking songs are 
work songs used when fulling cloth, and involve alternating solo and chorus. (27) 
2 (Och is och mar ata mi) ‘Alas, alas, the way I am’.  Chisholm has slightly abridged this gentle 
lament but given it a coda with the tune in the left hand and the cadences featuring the 
characteristic flattened seventh of Celtic music (1.03) 



3 This little delight in jig tempo is treated with Chisholm’s usual care: the repeated phrase 
has its accompaniment slightly varied, and rests are used to keep the texture light. (22) 
4 (Laoidh an amadain mhòir) This is an ancient air, according to MacDonald, and its title 
means “The big fool’s lay”.  Highland chieftains used to keep a fool amongst their retinue, 
and these men were not necessarily stupid, so these is no incongruity between the title and 
the slow expressiveness of the air, which Chisholm has accompanied with a flowing bass line 
calculated to help the sense of its being sung. (118) 
5 (Harris dance) A sturdy bass line with sforzando chords underscores the vigour of this reel 
from the island of Harris. (31*) 
6 Chisholm names this ‘Ground’, honouring its pleasant repetitiveness, although the ‘ground’ 
is in fact always in the air of the upper part.  He altered the second half of the air, which is 
given only in the bass line, before repeating the first strain, to which his setting bids a 
reluctant farewell.  The whole is utterly disarming. (82) 
7 (Loch Bhraoin) Loch Broom is on the north-west coast of Scotland, here coloured with 
chromatic harmonies, as though seen through a rainbow prism. (44) 
8 (Ghoid iad mo bhean uam an réir) ‘They stole my wife from me last night’ is the meaning of 
the title – but whether the theft occasioned sorrow in the husband, or relief, is not clear 
either from the character of the tune or its comfortable setting.  Perhaps both, if Chisholm’s 
insouciant ending is anything to go by.  (13) 
9 (Gur mise tha fo mhulad) This is another waulking song with chorus, but Chisholm has 
chosen not to give expression to the contrast, perhaps because the title means ‘I am in 
sorrow’.  Instead, he has marked it to be played “With gentle swaying movement”. (37) 
10 This is an interesting, much shortened version of the famous piobaireachd, McIntosh’s 
Lament, which 
is given in two versions by MacDonald, the second for fiddle.  Chisholm’s expressive 
harmonies demonstrate his independence of mind, both from the tradition itself, and from 
the manner of arrangement of such material by his predecessors. In the variations – which 
are an integral part of piobaireachd – he is prepared to place the melody in the bass as well  
as the treble, although occasionally hinting at the inherent drone effect of the bagpipes.  A 
shortened repeat of the opening (known as the ùrlar in Gaelic) is on traditional lines. 
(Unnumbered, p38) 



11 (Cagaran O! – A Nurse’s Song) ‘Cagaran’ means ‘little darling’ and its delightfully playful 
tune and setting seem to suggest some gentle game between nurse and child. (126) 
12 This is one of the North Highland Country Dances which Chisholm develops artfully into a 
swaggering affair, exaggerating the inherent vigour of the tune by extending its range, even 
punctuating it with “heuchs” – the traditional shouts given out by the dancers. (12*) 
13 This simple setting of an unpretentious tune provides an appropriately applied challenge 
for children, of playing two against three. (16) 
14 Another gentle air, marked pastorale by Chisholm and set with slightly impressionistic 
harmonies.  The left hand is kept unobtrusively active – a feature of the pedagogic function 
of all these settings, but carried through with great artistry. (85) 
15 (Si ‘nàill so dhuisg mi) A little miniature the meaning of whose title is obscure, but may 
mean ‘it is this desire which has wakened me’.  MacDonald describes it as “a very ancient 
Air.” (5) 
16 Chisholm has cunningly used the pauses on long notes in this air as an opportunity for the 
left hand to imitate the right, thus generating a canon, to which he has added a flowing 
variation. (125) 
17 (Tha sgeul beag agam air Fionn) MacDonald describes this as an ancient air.  The title – ‘I 
have a little story about Fionn’ – refers to one of the ancient Celtic heroes.  The theme of 
imitation between the hands is continued here, and the element of formalism in the tune is 
echoed by Chisholm having treated the whole as though it were a dignified old-fashioned 
Minute – the title he gave it himself. (110 
18 Delicate, humorous and tender, this simple pentatonic air is kept innocent of any 
chromatic comment from Chisholm until the closing bars. (58) 
19 (Skye dance) This chirpy miniature, shared equally by both hands, exhibits one of the 
chief virtues of these arrangements, namely that they are never overdone. (30) 
20 (‘S neonach le Clann dònail mi) ‘Clan Donald thinks me strange’.  The gentle protest of 
this song is beautifully brought out by Chisholm, who relishes the extended melody, which 
he has transcribed without alteration or addition and with only the subtlest of harmonic  
promptings in parallel thirds.  He has omitted the final section, which does seem anomalous 
in the original. (32) 



21 Chisholm has marked this to be played “Snappy and Brisk” and has added to its punchy 
end without losing its character. (67) 
22 A sprightly but dark little march provides a piece of determined assurance for a young 
performer to conclude the set. (55) 

Sonata in A (1939) ‘An Riobain Dearg’ 
[Première recording of the abridged version (2004)] 

The Sonata An Riobain Dearg is based on the piobaireachd of the same name.  The title 
translates as The Red Ribbon and the piobaireachd is also known as Spaidsearachd Mhic na 
Cearda or The Sinclair’s March.  The Gaelic identifies the branch of the clan as the Western 
Sinclairs, the name being derived from ceàrd meaning “craftsman” – specifically a gold- or 
tin-smith.  Chisholm’s brother Jack had Sinclair as a middle name, and the Chisholms were 
master painters, which would have included gilding.  It is a rarely played piobaireachd which 
Chisholm would have to have searched out.  The Sonata was premièred by Wight Henderson 
in Glasgow, November 1939, and well received, but subsequently lay unidentified in the 
University of Cape Town Archives in disparate manuscripts.  Happily, research by the 
composer’s daughter, Morag, led to its rediscovery and reconstruction.  Murray McLachlan 
writes: 

“In this recording, substantial cuts have been made, which I first introduced to 
my performance of the Sonata after a concert at the Wigmore Hall on 4 January 
2004 in celebration of the centenary of Erik Chisholm’s birth.  In the first 
movement it is only part of the coda which is abridged whilst in the scherzo 
omissions are made from both the B and B2 sections.  The central climax of the 
Lament is only slightly abbreviated, but in the finale there is a far more 
substantial omission, affecting the extended central dotted rhythm section of 
the movement.” 

Nothing like this extraordinary adventure in pianism has been penned before or since, 
Chisholm himself excepted. Not even the extravagances of a Sorabji or the bravura textures 
of a Busoni can account for the pianistic colour in this work, derived almost entirely from  



Scottish sources – drones transposed, double tonics, complex decorative turns based on 
bagpipe fingerings, and large structures built from small repetitive units. 

The first movement is a piobaireachd for piano: that is to say, a set of variations on a tightly 
structured theme, or ùrlar.  Chisholm starts with what is almost an exact transcription from 
the bagpipe notation of The Red Ribbon, except that the drone fifths and octaves, which 
underly the entire movement, are not static on the standard bagpipe A (the key of the 
Sonata as a whole), but move in parallel, sometimes contracting or expanding the intervals, 
and leading into an early indication of the virtuosity which is to follow, and which is part of 
the tradition of the piobaireachd. 

Eight variations follow.  The first features repeated notes; the second, arabesques which are 
of obvious bagpipe provenance, expanded over three staves in the third variation.  The 
fourth is a varied return of the opening ùrlar: and the fifth begins a process of increasing 
virtuosity and elaboration which carries on through the sixth and seventh variations, the 
latter subsiding into a grumbling conclusion which only hints at its origins in the initial tune.  
Here Chisholm has departed from the norm in piobaireachd, in which the ùrlar is repeated 
exactly – but after what he has done with this theme, he could scarcely have returned to 
anything like the calm dignity of the opening.  Too much has occurred in the interim for such 
a classical conception to prevail. 

The Scherzo is exuberantly driven by a 3+3+2 rhythm sustained throughout in both hands.  
The main theme emerges from the texture just over a minute from the start of the track, 
punched out in parallel intervals, also by both hands.  It is based on The Prince’s Salute, 
which is a piobaireachd welcoming the Old Pretender, James VIII, to Scotland.  The bagpipe 
mood is sustained in a gentler ensuing episode, but its brief calm fails to restrain the 
incredible energy with which the music stamps and cascades towards a bravura finish. 

The slow movement laments the loss of the submarine Thetis, which foundered on her first 
diving trials on the 1st June 1939.  Out of 103 on board, there were only four survivors who 
were rescued the next day. Chisholm gives the date as the 3rd June, presumably when full  



reports of the disaster reached the press.  The dark aqueous textures evoke the situation 
without attempting anything programmatic, unless the repeated-note figure be taken for 
tapping on the hull.  This figure forms the climactic gesture of the piece, marked Grandioso, 
in which the immensity of the tragedy, both in terms of the loss and the environment in 
which it took place, finds full expression.  The troubled calm of the opening returns, with its 
whole-tone theme again encrusted with decorations derived from bagpipe fingerings; and 
the movement closes with an E minor chord with a major third in it that suggests pity more 
than consolation. 
The final Allegro moderato with its Scotch snaps and modal themes leaves us in no doubt as 
to the nationality of this sonata.  A succession of tunes, loosely related, surrounded with 
virtuoso figurations, and with echoes of the piobaireachd MacIntosh’s Lament, is treated 
with fiery exuberance and not a hint of sorrow.  This concluding movement is a wonderful 
celebration of Chisholm as a Scot, Chisholm as a composer, and Chisholm as a virtuoso 
pianist and, coming from him, there are no holds barred.  Great credit must go to Murray 
McLachlan for having tackled this music with such commitment and panache. 

Notes  © John Purser 2004 

The music on this CD was recorded from April 5th to 7th 2004 in the Whiteley Hall, Chetham’s School of 
Music, Manchester, by kind permission of the Director of Music. 

Original sound recording made by Dunelm Records and issued under licence. 

℗ 2004 Dunelm Records  © 2008 Divine Art Ltd 

Produced by: Kathyrn Page 
Recorded, edited and mastered by Jim Pattison 
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Cover photo: The peaceful hills and clouds of Scotland (© Jim Pattison) 
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The Pianist 

 “Murray McLachlan is a pianist with a 
virtuoso technique and a sure sense of line. 
His timing and phrasing are impeccable, and 
his tone - full but unforced in the powerful 
passages, gentle and restrained in the more 
lyrical - is a perpetual delight” (BBC MUSIC 
MAGAZINE) 

As a concert artist Murray McLachlan has 
received outstanding critical acclaim for 
intelligent and sensitive interpretations and 
superb technical ability. His prolific 
discography, much of it for Divine Art and 
Dunelm, has received long-standing 
international recognition and includes over 
thirty commercial recordings, including the 
complete sonatas of Beethoven and 
Prokofiev and many rarities.  

McLachlan’s repertoire includes over 40 
concertos and he has appeared as soloist 
with most of the leading UK orchestras. His 
recognition has been far-reaching, bringing 
many invitations to perform abroad. In recent seasons his engagements have included 
performances in the USA, Scandinavia, South Africa, Poland, Byelorussia and Norway. In 
1997 he was awarded a knighthood by the Order of St John of Jerusalem in recognition of his 
services to music in Malta. In 2003 he performed the complete cycle of 32 Beethoven 
Sonatas to critical acclaim in Manchester, and in 2004 his Wigmore Hall Erik Chisholm 
Centenary Recital and subsequent national tour attracted superlatives in the national press. 



His intense schedule continued this year with a ‘Shostakovich Centenary Recital tour’, 
sponsored by the UK Shostakovich Society and including 15 concerts all over the UK. This 
included a return to the Wigmore Hall in September. 

Murray McLachlan has given first performances of works by many composers, including 
Martin Butler, Ronald Stevenson, Charles Camilleri, Michael Parkin and even Beethoven! 
Recordings of contemporary music have won numerous accolades, including full star ratings, 
as well as ‘rosette’ and ‘key recording’ status in the latest Penguin Guide to CDs, and ‘Disc of 
the month’ and ‘Record of the month’ MusicWeb and The Glasgow Herald. He is Head of 
keyboard at Chetham’s school of Music and tutor at the Royal Northern College of Music in 
Manchester, as well as Artistic Director both of the Chetham’s International Summer school 
and festival for Pianists, an event which attracts outstanding musicians annually from all 
over the world, and the Manchester International Concerto Competition for Young Pianists, 
which began in 2007. 

His website can be found at www.murraymclachlan.co.uk

The Erik Chisholm Trust 

The Erik Chisholm Trust, a registered charity, was established in 2001 to promote Chisholm’s 
music and to achieve recognition of his contribution to the musical culture of Great Britain.  
It has supported the making of this recording – and others – as well as other “live” events in 
2004, the Centenary Year. 
For more information and continuing news, visit  www.erikchisholm.com



Recordings by Murray McLachlan from the Divine Art group 
(reviews may be read on the divine art website) 

A.  Music of Erik Chisholm 
Diversions ddv24131 Erik Chisholm – music for piano, volume 1 
Diversions ddv24132 Erik Chisholm – music for piano, volume 2 
Diversions ddv24143 Erik Chisholm – music for piano, volume 3 
Diversions ddv24144 Erik Chisholm – music for piano, volume 4 
Diversions ddv24140 Erik Chisholm – music for piano, volume 5 
Diversions ddv24149 Erik Chisholm – music for piano, volume 6 
Diversions ddv24155 Erik Chisholm – music for piano, volume 7 

B.  Other recordings 
Divine Art dda25003 The Scottish Romantics: Mackenzie, McEwen and MacCunn
Divine Art dda25012 Charles Camilleri: Celestial Harmonies 
Divine Art dda25013 Stevenson: Passacaglia on D.S.C.H. 
Divine Art dda25080 Shostakovich and Comrades 
Divine Art dda21372 Ronald Stevenson Piano Music (3CD) 

Diversions ddv24143 John R. Williamson – music for piano, volume 1 
Diversions ddv24144 John R. Williamson – music for piano, volume 2 
Diversions ddv24145 John R. Williamson – music for piano, volume 3 
Diversions ddv24148 Aspirations: music by Marcus Blunt 

Métier msv 28570 Marcus Blunt – Orchestral Music (for release in January 2018) 
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